
Abstract—Advances in web services and open network inter-
faces enable development of new user-oriented applications in
different  areas of  digital  life.  Among them,  digital  entertain-
ment is one of fastest growing networked application domains.
Technologies  like  CDNs  (Content  Delivery  Networks)  and
HTTP streaming opened the way for new models  of  TV and
video consumption over the Internet. Thanks to emergence of
new networking  technologies  and cooperation paradigms the
distinction between traditional TV and the Web is slowly blur-
ring,  creating new category of TV entertainment which is more
interactive, delivered over multiple screens and inviting users
to participate and collaborate.

This paper presents research on selected social and interac-
tive TV services, focusing on innovations related with incorpo-
ration of network interfaces and web protocols. Two use-case
scenarios are investigated: one of them explores telco 2.0 inter-
faces for interactive videos, and the other allows users for social
exchanges while watching live sports events. The evaluation re-
sults  by  qualitative  user  study  are  presented  for  the  second
use-case.  A technical  architecture  is  introduced,  focused  on
seamless integration into a typical WebTV platform of telco op-
erator.  As  important  contribution  of  the  paper,  some  new
emerging network protocols  and features (like  telco 2.0,  We-
bRTC, WebSockets, HTML5 video) are evaluated as potential
enabling technologies for future social and interactive TV.

I. INTRODUCTION

ITH the proliferation  of  IPTV and WebTV content

delivery,  the  TV  viewing  experience  is  changing

from predominant “lean-back” (passive) viewing habit into

the  new era  of  “lean-forward”  behavior.  People   demand

more interaction, participation, and social features in addi-

tion to just watching the TV. The actors on TV services mar-

ket (content providers, service aggregators, telco and cable

operators) are facing a number of challenges, from the point

of view of usage, business and technology, how to integrate

the new social  and interactive experience into their estab-

lished service platforms. This paper aims to study selected

scenarios for future evolution of social and interactive TV

programs,  focusing on opportunities brought by new telco

network interfaces and web services technologies. 

W

A technical architecture for proposed use-cases is studied

from the point of view of telco operator, aiming to integrate

new features by leveraging and extending existing TV distri-

bution systems. Special focus is put on OTT (Over-The-Top)

content  delivery model.  The OTT model  usually refers  to

content providers and 3rd party companies who directly ac-

cess their customers over open Internet. For telecommunica-

tion network providers, OTT model starts to be considered

as  a  viable  alternative,  allowing for  addressing  additional

customers and complementary to the managed IPTV solu-

tions that are still predominant [1]. The OTT content deliv-

ery  architectures  typically  use  HTTP  streaming  protocol

(e.g. MS Smoothstreaming or Apple HLS) and a CDN (Con-

tent Delivery Network) for video distribution over unman-

aged Internet with optimal QoE (Quality of Experience). 

This paper aims to answer the following research ques-

tions:

• From service point of view: what are the realistic

and compelling usage scenarios for social and in-

teractive TV?

• From architecture  and  technology point  of  view:

what are the opportunities brought by new emerg-

ing web protocols and network interfaces?

These  questions  are  addressed  through  analysis  of  two

use-case scenarios, namely:

• Scenario#1: interactive immersive video,

• Scenario#2:  social  exchanges  between  spectators

of live sports events.

II. INTERACTIVE CONTENT

The first concept  presented in this paper belongs to the

category  of  interactive  videos.  With  interactive  video,  the

movie becomes a kind of immersive game where different

story variants may be displayed depending on previous deci-

sions of a viewer. Although interactive videos will probably

not enter the mainstream movie industry in the short term at

least,  they could be appealing for  selected  types  of  video

production like short artistic movies, instructional scenes, or

video games. 

The interactive video concept has been known for some

years and it has been used for example in DVD interactive

games.  More  recently,  it  has  become  quite  popular  with

YouTube service, which offers tools for creating interactive

videos. The user may control the video by clicking buttons

displayed after the end of particular clip and leading to dif-

ferent variants of the story (see e.g. semi-amateur video [9]).

The work presented in article [10] follows the same concept,

although removing some of  its limitations.  The transitions
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between video clips are seamless and more deeply embed-

ded into narrative of the movie. The authors of [10] provide

some guidelines  for  scriptwriting  and  shooting  interactive

videos and identify interaction goals for the viewer: to influ-

ence the story, to change the perspective, or to see additional

material.

The related works mentioned above have a common limi-

tation: the interaction tool and interface for a user is basi-

cally a computer mouse. The viewer has to click a button or

an area on the screen to make his decision regarding the sto-

ryline. This is not very natural, and feeling of immersion is

broken at the time of interaction. On the contrary, interesting

video referenced in [11] presents  an experiment, where mo-

bile phone has been used as interaction tool. A natural con-

versation  has  been  imitated  between  the  viewer  and  the

character on screen. The outcome of this conversation has

been taken into account in the movie storyline. Interrogated

user has been selected among the cinema theater audience. A

computer  system has  called  his  or  her  mobile  phone  and

conducted a simple dialog using voice recognition technol-

ogy. 

The approach taken in our project is similar to [11], but

not limited to the audience of cinema theater. We propose in-

tegration of interactive video system into the WebTV con-

tent distribution architecture. Any client located in the Inter-

net could watch and control  the interactive video. Like in

[11] we use the mobile phone (which is a natural tool for in-

ter-personal  communication)  to  imitate a  conversation  be-

tween the viewer and character on the screen, preserving the

feeling of immersion into the fictional story.

A. Usage scenario

Fig 1. exhibits our Interactive Video prototype in use. We

have produced a short example movie, not targeted for wide

distribution, just for demonstrating the potential of proposed

system. The movie protagonist  consults  the viewer  before

taking crucial decisions for the storyline. For that, in certain

moment the system calls the viewer’s mobile phone number,

previously entered on a web page. The viewer can hear char-

acter’s voice on his mobile phone (e.g. a phrase “tell me if I

should take the elevator or use the stairs”). Then he may an-

swer “yes” or “no” and in the next video scene the protago-

nist  follows  the  viewer’s advice.  All  actions  are  synchro-

nized between the video and real life, i.e. the viewer’s phone

rings at the exact moment when movie character  makes a

call; the protagonist starts speaking when the user picks up

the  call,  and  during  conversation  the  same  voice  can  be

heard on the phone and in the video. The movie character in-

terrogates viewer for his advice in several crucial moments

in the story, and the movie has three different endings de-

pending on user’s answers. 

Thanks to our system the user can feel an illusion of real

communication with fictional character while watching the

video  and  is  empowered  with  possibility to  influence  the

story.

B. Architecture and enabling Technologies

A prototype  has  been developed to demonstrate service

concept and serve as playground for evaluation of some new

interesting technologies  that  may impact future interactive

TV. The prototype schema is presented in Fig 2.

Fig.  2. Architecture of interactive video system

WebSocket and HTML5 video

As design goal,  the Interactive Video service should be

available for any Internet user equipped with PC computer

with  a  standard  web  browser,  without  need  of  additional

software or plugins. Thus, in our architecture the server side

hosts logic of interactive movie and controls the sequence of

videos that should be played to particular user, depending on

his individual  interactions  with the system. So, the server

must be able to send some kind of commands to user’s video

player (which is embedded in his web browser). This com-

mand has to be sent in asynchronous way, i.e. without pre-

ceding request  from the client.  Asynchronous communica-

tion is not a usual mode in the client-server world of Inter-

net. There are some techniques to overcome this limitation,

e.g. by frequent polling of server by the client, but they can

be very inefficient in terms of traffic and processing over-

head if one wishes to achieve a timely response. In addition,

popular technologies for implementing video player plugins,

e.g. Adobe Flash or MS Silverlight, do not allow easily (or

not at  all)  for  server-side control  of the video player. The

player can be controlled from the user-side by mouse click-

ing on displayed buttons, but the external program has no

possibility to change  the video  that  is  played,  in arbitrary

moment.

HTML5 framework [7] comprises some prospecting tech-

nologies  for  solving the limitations mentioned  above.  The

HTML5 video tag enables playing the video natively by  a

browser. In addition, the video player can be externally con-

trolled by JavaScript  code,  which in fact  facilitates imple-

menting interactive videos over the web. Another HTML5

Fig.  1. Interactive video prototype
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feature  we have investigated  is  WebSocket  [12],  an asyn-

chronous protocol allowing the server for sending messages

to the client in arbitrary moment. To establish a WebSocket

connection, client browser sends a WebSocket handshake re-

quest (special HTTP GET message) to the server. Once the

WebSocket  connection  is  established,  data  frames  can  be

sent  back  and  forth  between  the  client  and  the  server  in

full-duplex  mode.  Thanks  to  HTML5  and  WebSocket  we

could  implement  interactive  video  scenario  as  a  standard

web application, not requiring installing any additional soft-

ware on the client machine. 

For watching an interactive movie, user opens a web page

hosted on Interaction Controller server (see Fig. 2). A form

for entering a phone number is displayed, as well as “Start”

button for  launching the video.  When a user  clicks it,  the

browser  opens  WebSocket  connection with the Interaction

Controller server. A timer process is started for the new user,

to control video playback. The timer process will trigger a

sequence of user interactions (phone calls at specific times)

and video clips, according to pre-programmed scenario.

To play certain  video,  the Interaction  Controller  has  to

send a command to the client browser to open appropriate

video file. For that, the server uses WebSocket connection

opened at the beginning of the process. The command is in-

terpreted by JavaScript function run by the browser, and it

tells browser to stop playing current video and start a new

one,  available  under  specified  link.  The  video  file  is  re-

trieved and  played  either  until  it  ends,  or  until  next com-

mand from Interaction Controller server is received.

Telco2.0 API

The server triggers interaction with a user by invoking ad-

vanced Telco 2.0 API functions. Telco 2.0 is a concept of ex-

posing telecommunication services (SMS, call control, loca-

tion, etc.) through open APIs to external developers. HTTP

REST or SOAP is usually used as invocation protocol. Telco

2.0 interfaces are implemented by many network operators

and API standardization efforts are recently taken by GSMA

organization [13].  

Advanced voice API service that we have used allows for

establishing a voice call between user’s phone and IVR (In-

teractive Voice Response) machine. IVR is a telecommuni-

cation  system  which  controls  automatic  dialogs  with  the

user. It is typically used by customer relation systems, e.g.

when you call a hotline and hear a recorded message “press

1 to reach customer service, or 2 to report technical prob-

lem…”. In our case, the IVR system has been programmed

to play an audio file with recorded voice of the movie char-

acter. A user may answer to question asked by the character

with almost natural language (in practice, for the purpose of

the prototype just simple phrases were used like “yes/no”).

The ASR (Automatic  Speech  Recognition)  system is  then

engaged  for  voice analysis  and  matching the answer  with

pre-configured  phrases.  Finally,  the  Interaction  Controller

server is notified about the user’s answer to the interaction

question. The server, knowing the user’s response, chooses

appropriate variant of the story and accordingly commands

playback of a video file using HTML5 features as described

previously. The interaction process is executed in real-time,

i.e.  there  is  no  perceived  delay  between  the  decision  ex-

pressed  in phone conversation,  and effect  observed in the

video.

Evaluation

The concept has not been tested by real users, as we rec-

ognized that user’s perception and perceived usage benefit

depends a lot on a story that is being told by the interactive

video. As we only had possibility to produce a simple ama-

teur video as a proof of concept, the user tests would be too

much biased by assessing the video (narrative and artistic

quality)  instead  of  potential  offered  by  new  technology.

However,  internal  tests  done  with  the  prototype  gave  us

some interesting insights on the technical and usage aspects.

On the technical side, new web-oriented technologies and

protocols  like  HTML5,  WebSockets,  Telco2.0  API,  have

proved their merits for supporting interactive video scenar-

ios. The proposed server-based architecture correctly man-

ages execution of interactive video and allows for providing

it as a service to WebTV users. The voice API has been con-

firmed  as  powerful  tool  for  carrying  out  automated

voice-based dialogs with users.  

Some usage tests have been performed, however only by

project members and thus the trustfulness of results is lim-

ited. Anyway, based on the feedback of this limited experi-

ments  we  can  confirm  that  the  interactivity  is  fluid  and

switching  between  consecutive  videos  is  almost  seamless.

Feeling of immersion in the story is genuine and experiment

participants  could  admit  that  conversation  with  fictional

character  was  really  funny  and  enjoyable  for  them.  As  a

drawback  we  can  mention  that  the  automated  dialog  and

voice recognition technology is still not perfect when user

says a phrase or sentence that is not understandable or unex-

pected. As a hint for future work, such situation should be

covered  in  the  interactive  video  scenario,  e.g.  the  movie

character should keep on asking viewer for repeating his an-

swer in the case it had not been properly recognized by the

system.

III. SOCIAL INTERACTIONS AROUND SPORTS EVENTS

Social TV is recently an often discussed trend in media in-

dustry. In  fact,  this term covers a wide range of scenarios

and applications. As a general consensus, Social TV refers to

services where TV watching experience is augmented with

some forms of inter-personal and inter-audience communi-

cation. 

The scenarios where content (i.e. a TV show or a movie)

is a trigger for social communication, have been studied in

numerous  related  works.  For  example,  paper  [2]  distin-

guishes  two types of  communication around content:  syn-

chronous  (while  watching  TV, e.g.  through  text  or  voice

chat)  and  asynchronous  (after  watching,  e.g.  by  leaving

notes  or  recommendations  for  people  who  will  watch  the

same content at another time). The authors of [2] have ana-

lyzed impact of TV genres (like movies, news, sports, soap

operas) on social activities of people. Apparently, sports is

one  of  the  genres  that  is  the  most  “talked  about”  while
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watching, i.e. is a good candidate for social TV system sup-

porting  communication  in  synchronous  mode.  Intuitively,

we can expect that watching sports triggers intensive emo-

tions, and it is natural for us to share these emotions with

others, especially friends and relatives. In addition, contrary

to films or documentaries, sports do not have strict plot-ori-

ented structure and do not require full viewer’s attention all

the time. There are usually some breaks and low-activity pe-

riods when the action on screen is not so absorbing and the

social exchanges at that time would not interrupt watching

experience so much.

The social communication aspect can be realized through

(1)  existing  social  networking  services  like  Facebook  or

Twitter, (2) a dedicated application, or (3) enhanced TV ser-

vice delivery platform. As an example of the first approach,

paper  [3]  presents  exhaustive  report  on  how  Twitter  has

been used by producers of popular TV reality show X-Fac-

tor  for  enabling  inter-audience  communication  during  and

after the show. Interaction with the audience by interactive

communication channels and 2nd screen has become an in-

trinsic part of TV show format. The example of second ap-

proach is GetGlue [4], a popular application for sharing and

exchanging comments while watching TV shows.

In  our  approach,  the  communication  features  are  even

more  closely  integrated  into  the  TV  viewing  experience

thanks to implementing them as part of live TV content dis-

tribution architecture. We propose a Social TV system that is

specially designed for sports programs and adapted for using

during  live TV transmissions.  Our  solution  enables  social

exchanges among friends and fan communities.

A. Usage scenario

In  our  scenario,  social  communication  around  sports

events  has  two  “dimensions”.  The  first  one  concerns  ex-

change of messages,  photos and user-generated videos be-

tween  people  who  are  physically  present  on  the  tribunes

(e.g. of a football stadium), and those who stay at home and

watch live transmission on their TV set or PC computer. Us-

ing special mobile application, spectators at the stadium may

share emotions and comments with viewers at home. After

launching the application, user may select the “event” he at-

tends to. The “event” is configured by service provider and

it corresponds to particular match or concert. Then, the ap-

plication role is twofold.  First,  it  allows for browsing and

watching  the  messages,  photos  and  videos  sent  by  other

spectators  of the same event.  Each message may be com-

mented (by adding text) and ranked by clicking on an icon

of a thumb. Second, most important, the application allows

for quick upload of your own content after clinking on “send

message”, “send photo” , or “send video” icons.  

Uploaded messages are displayed in real-time on top of

the video watched by users of WebTV service. Special video

player has been developed using MS Silverlight framework.

It displays incoming messages as a scrolled list on the right

side of the screen, with preview of picture or video content

appended to the message. Viewer may enlarge each message

to see its rank and associated comments. He may also add

his comment and rank the message in the same way as users

of mobile application. Thanks to our system people at home

may have a glimpse of stadium atmosphere, which is shaped

by  fans  supporting  their  players.  Example  screenshot  of

WebTV player, displaying a gallery of photos provided by

fans at the stadium, is presented in Fig 3. 

 Fig.  3. Sharing photos/videos between spectators at the stadium and
viewers at home

Remark that our service concept is a bit similar to Fan-

Feeds, described in article [5]. FanFeeds is a system for ag-

gregation and presentation of additional content-related me-

dia on 2nd screen while watching the program. This supple-

mental information can be contributed by people (from our

social group, or strangers) who are watching the same con-

tent. The authors of [5] present the prototype concept and re-

sults of  field trial,  which thoroughly investigated  people’s

motivations  and  incentives  to  communicate  over  content.

The need to exchange comments during watching the con-

tent has been confirmed through trial results. Basically, we

enable sharing comments between viewers of a live event in

similar  way  as  FanFeeds.  However,  in  our  approach  we

specifically focus on connecting two groups of people: spec-

tators physically present at the stadium, and TV viewers at

home. In this way, a fan community can be created by spec-

tators of a sports event, regardless if they attend it physically

or at home on TV.

Another  dimension  of  social  exchanges  around  sports

events, that we consider in our system, is real-time interper-

sonal communication. With our service, friends or relatives

can watch the televised event together despite being  apart in

their  homes.  Real-time  communication  by  text  chatting

while watching TV has been often mentioned in literature

and for example article [6] presents an advanced social TV

system based on chat. Real-time voice and video communi-

cation is less popular, as it is more challenging from the us-

ability  and  also  technical  point  of  view  (a  user  device

equipped with camera is certainly required). The experience

of videoconference while watching TV may be replicated by

using external application, like e.g. Skype, launched on a PC

computer.  We  take  a  different  approach,  by  integrating

videoconference into the TV content delivery system,  pro-

viding user with a single interface to access TV service to-

gether with the social features. PC and camera is currently

required  to  run  the  service,  while  in  the  future  an  STB
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equipped with camera could also be envisioned. Thanks to

group management and presence service a user may see that

his friend is watching the same sports program, and invite

him to watch together. Fig. 4 presents exemplary screen lay-

out with two participants watching together a tennis match.

Fig.  4.  User-to-user communication while watching TV show

We can say that people who have joined the service are

gathered on a “virtual stadium” and constitute a kind of so-

cial circle of virtual supporters. They may communicate by

voice an they can see each other. In addition, they may take

part in quizzes or small games. In our developed prototype,

the quiz  questions  are  moderated  by service  operator  and

sent to all participants at the same time.

B. Architecture and enabling Technologies

A proof-of-concept prototype has been developed to ver-

ify viability of the use-case (concerning both dimensions of

communication  as  described  above)  and  maturity  of  en-

abling  technologies.  It  extends  typical  OTT-based  content

delivery system with components  for  managing  social  ex-

changes  and  inter-personal  communication.  The  prototype

schema is presented in Fig. 5. On the server-side we distin-

guish the WebTV platform, which groups content prepara-

tion and distribution functions (encoding using H.264 stan-

dard,  and  streaming  with  adaptive  protocol  MS  Smooth-

streaming).  The streams are delivered over CDN (Content

Delivery Network). The social TV features are provided by

two servers.  The “Virtual  Stadium” server provides clients

with a main service web page and manages real-time com-

munication:  users  identification  and  presence,  as  well  as

groups  and  videoconference  participants  matching.  The

videoconference media is exchanged in peer-to-peer  mode

between  communicating  clients  by  WebRTC  technology.

The “UGC server” handles functions related with non-real

time communication mode. It aggregates messages submit-

ted  by  user’s  smartphones  (an  Android  application)  and

stores associated contents as JPG and H.264/MP4 files. For

enabling unified display of UGC messages overlaid on TV

content,  a  special  video  player  has  been  developed  with

Microsoft Silverlight. 

Although most of the technologies used for the prototype

are standard and widely known, the WebRTC merits some

attention  as  it  is  relatively new and can  be considered  as

very promising for communication services over the Inter-

net.

WebRTC

WebRTC is part of HTML5 framework [7] and it enables

embedding  real-time  communication  component  within  a

web page.  The communication session is handled  directly

by web browser, without need of any software plugin. We-

bRTC [8] defines a standardized browser API that can be in-

voked  using  JavaScript  by  web  applications  for  services

such as voice and video calls. WebRTC is subject of ongoing

standardization works in IETF and W3C. 

The client  (see  Fig.  5.)  opens  a “Virtual  Stadium” web

page on his PC computer. A Silverlight player downloaded

from  the  web  page  provides  access  to  live  TV  content

through connection with WebTV platform and CDN (Con-

tent  Delivery  Network).  When  a  user  decides  to  connect

with his friend, Virtual Stadium server is invoked to gener-

ate a session token that is shared by web browsers of com-

municating  parties.  A WebRTC peer-to-peer  connection  is

then established between them, for direct exchange of video-

conference  media (audio  and  video),  all  displayed  on  the

same web page as TV stream.

Thanks to WebRTC technology the videoconference ser-

vice  could  be  seamlessly  and  easily  integrated  into  the

WebTV content distribution architecture.

C.Evaluation

Apart from assessing technical maturity, important goal of

research work was to evaluate potential market adoption of

the Social TV service. Qualitative tests with real users were

conducted  for  this  purpose,  using  methodology  of  Focus

Groups  Interviews  (FGI).  Four  sessions  were  carried  out,

each with 6 participants recruited by external agency with

regard to typical Social TV user profile that is: age 21-40,

people  watching  matches,  concerts,  etc.  either  live  or  via

Fig.  5. SocialTV prototype architecture
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web TV, active users of social networking, video-chat appli-

cations, internet chat rooms and discussion forums. The goal

of the test was to survey reaction of potential users to the

Social TV service concept, determine factors which encour-

age people to use the services and identify any usage barri-

ers.  During  interviews,  service  concept  and  demo videos

were shown to participants, followed by a guided discussion

on perceived benefits and flaws of the presented concept. 

We can conclude from the interviews that users positively

perceive the service as meeting their need of sharing com-

ments and emotions while watching live events on TV. The

opinions  gathered  during  experiments  confirm findings  of

[2], saying that sport is one of the TV genres that especially

trigger social exchanges. Watching live sports is related with

strong emotions, which are best experienced in a group. We

may quote of the test participants: “When you’re alone, you

don’t feel the thrill. You have no one to experience it with.”.

Referring to possibility of sharing messages and photos

between spectators at the stadium and viewers at home, in-

terviewed persons appreciated the feeling of being a part of

live event, thanks to access to additional content sent by par-

ticipants in real time. Moreover, they liked the possibility of

seeing more than is shown by the camera in a typical broad-

cast: “At such an event, you cannot be everywhere at once.

And we all know that everybody pays attention to slightly

different things.”

The aspect of sharing emotions and experiences has been

appreciated by test participants. The impression of watching

the event in the company of others, being in connection with

the fan community, is important. 

The respondents pointed also to some limitations of the

concept. A bias has been detected between the benefit per-

ceived  by viewer  at  home,  who enjoys  additional  supple-

mental content,  and benefit  of people at the stadium, who

may not have sufficient motivation to use our service.  We

think that possible ways to increase the perceived benefit for

users at the stadium are: a competition for spectators (win a

prize for best photo from the tribunes), or adding a gamifica-

tion scheme (collect  points and  rewards  for  sharing).  Test

participants  advocated also for  possibility of  creating user

groups and sharing comments within a closed social circle

instead of general population of TV viewers. Comments col-

lected during the tests certainly give us interesting hints for

future development of the service. A field trial is planned in

spring 2013, where the prototype will be evaluated during a

real football match event.

As main benefit of Virtual Stadium use-case people men-

tioned  possibility  to  share  opinions  and  comments  with

friends immediately during live TV broadcast. The intervie-

wees emphasized the difference between exchanging com-

ments on the event while it was still on, with sharing them

after the event is over. The respondents agreed that they saw

a greater need to share emotions during the event than after

it was over. 

Although some concern has been raised that interactivity

may disturb perception of the event, participants noticed that

while watching sports there are usually some less exciting

moments, when conversation with friends would be hardly

disturbing for the viewing experience. 

Some test  participants  have previously used  other  tools

for  communicating  with  friends  while  watching  TV:  (“I

once watched a match over Skype with a friend who was in

South Africa then.”). Nevertheless, the idea of all-in-one ser-

vice, integrating several currently used tools has been appre-

ciated as making the experience easier to use. The respon-

dents liked also the fact that it would be available simply in

a web browser, without need to install additional software.

Quizzes and games during the match have been judged

rather  controversial.  People  find  it  annoying  if  the  quiz

question  pops  up  suddenly  on  the  screen,  covering  the

broadcast.  The  quiz  component  has  to  be  designed  with

great care, being less intrusive and providing sufficient ben-

efit for the users to participate (rewards, competition, possi-

bility to show-off your knowledge in the area, etc.). 

Another critical comment concerned current limitation of

videoconference to only two participants.  Sometimes there

is a need to comment or discuss in a larger group. In future

works the videoconferencing system should be extended for

multiple users.

IV. CONCLUSION

The paper has discussed several exemplary realistic sce-

narios for TV services of the future, focusing on opportuni-

ties brought by new advances in network interfaces and web

protocols. The interactive video use-case assumes imitating

a voice dialog between the viewer and fictional character of

the  movie.  Social  TV for  sport  programs  allows  for  two

types  of   inter-audience  communication:  sharing  of  com-

ments  and  photos  between  spectators  at  the  stadium and

viewers at home; and videoconference connection between

friends while watching live sports event.  The scenario has

been evaluated, with positive feedback, by small scale user

test. 

For  all  presented  use-cases  a  technical  architecture  has

been  designed  and  prototyped,  assuming  full  integration

with OTT-type content delivery architecture of a telco opera-

tor. The service  logic  is  implemented  by dedicated  server

components,  and standard web browser is  used as unified

client device for content consumption as well as for social

features.  In  the case of interactive video, mobile phone is

employed as second device, using its most natural function,

that is a voice call.

Several emerging technologies have been evaluated con-

sidering their potential for enabling interactive TV. Among

them, HTML5 and WebSocket overcome limitations of tra-

ditional  web  architecture  for  interactive  videos  controlled

from the server side. Advanced Telco 2.0 interfaces can be

used to engage with the viewer through his phone. Mobile

applications  and  open  web  services  interfaces  allow  for

quick and easy upload of user-generated text and contents.

Finally, WebRTC is a promising framework for integration

of content delivery and inter-personal communication within

a web page. 
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